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About This Game

EXIT is a puzzle game that requires pure logic rather than luck or dexterity.
It now includes 100 levels (60 campaign + 10 extra in survival + 20 in SEASON1 update + 10 EXTRA levels) that will blow

your mind.

The goal is seemingly simple: put all the balls into their corresponding target slots.
While this sounds easy the game isn't so much. One has to invest time into the game master it.

Three difficulty levels:

•Casual - no time pressure, relaxed bonus requirements
•Normal - challenging amount of time for each level

•Pro - very sharp times and bonus requirements

Features:

•Atmospheric 3D environments
•Polished visuals
•Solid game play

•Make your own way though the game : multiple solutions exist for each puzzle
•Clear goals, simple game mechanics

•Campaign and Survival modes
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•Achievements
•Trading Cards

•Offers best in class puzzle experience
•Catchy music tracks

•Multilingual

EXIT offers 50+ hours of gameplay for those who'd like to earn 100% achievements.
Although EXIT is a puzzle game, it is highly re-playable due to its difficulty and unique design.
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Title: EXIT
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
SIXNAILS
Publisher:
SIXNAILS
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 32/64bit

Processor: Intel/AMD SSE2 2.0GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GPU with OpenGL 3.2 support e.g. Intel HD Graphics 4400 / GeForce 210 / AMD Radeon R5 M200 / HD 8500M /
HD 8470D

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Turkish,Ukrainian
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Trash that shouldn't be on steam.
An unfunny collection of potentially stolen intellectual property in a "game" less interactive than a PowerPoint slideshow.. The
game is glitchy in the following ways:
1) When a battle is over (for example, when the enemy fleet retreats) it tells me this and then just sits there. The only way to
move on is to Task Manager - Kill the game and relaunch it.
2) The interface responds about 7/10ths of the time flawlessly. The other 3/10th of the time i have to flip my controller upside
down, utter 10 Hail Marry's, and one time i had to sacrifice a virgin chicken in order to get the gui to start responding again.

The game is very delightfully ... irritating. If they fixed these issues, I would really enjoy this game.

P.S. Im using the Samsung Odyssey headset.

. I enjoy play this game recomended 8/10. Completed this game 100%, and as much as I want to recommend this game, I can't.

I originally bought this game after having played Yume Nikki, a game that this one was more than likely inspired off of. Strange
Telephone, much like Yume Nikki, is set within a surreal, dream-like (sometimes nightmare-like) world, a setting that never
ceases to pique my interest. Like it's predecessor, it's a game that depends on the player exploring the world to find items that
would ultimately aid in the player's quest to reach the ending. I had high hopes for Strange Telephone, for it requires the player
to punch in a phone number, any phone number, to access various levels for them to explore, leaving the impression that
exploration is going to be a huge factor in this game, given the sheer amount of levels that can exist with this mechanic.

Unfortunately, this is incorrect. While yes, because of this system there are thousands of levels, as logic would have it, it would
be impossible to make them all unique. In truth, there are only a handful of perhaps 30 levels, the majority of which are only a
single screen big, with maybe one or two interactable objects. The only difference in between these thousands of rooms (in
truth), is how they're assembled according to a randomly generated algorithm, causing the novelty of exploration to quickly die
out after seeing the same type of room dozens of times. Eventually, you're just going to be hitting random buttons hoping that
you'll spawn in the right room with the specific object you need also laid out within it (since the game hardly give you any
pointers as to what phone numbers bring you places that are actually unique and interesting).

Strange Telephone is one of those exploration games that expect you to use everything on everything in order to progress. Yume
Nikki is the same. However, unlike Strange Telephone, Yume Nikki has a set map, making it easy for the player to have a sense
of direction and mentally map out the game's environment/landmarks. It made exploration rewarding, as after finally solving a
puzzle, there would often be an entirely new area of the game to explore. Strange Telephone simply gives you a new item,
which, will be used to solve the next puzzle, most likely within one of those hundreds of duplicate rooms that may or may not
have the thing said item's suppose to be used on. Not to mention, the majority of these items have their uses on almost
completely random objects, and their descriptions give you little to no hint as to how it's intended to be used  Got an axe? Use it
on a randomly generated hung pictures of cats and other stuff. Got a bolt from a pile of junk or a rock? Those eyeballs flowers
you thought were just background noise love those things...and are apparently really important NPCs needed to reach the game's
endings...I guess... ), so prepare to read "You can't use this here" alot. While Yume Nikki gives you no item descriptions, the
player is allowed to use the item on whatever they wish at any time, and more than likely get an environmental response that'll
help them learn where the item may be used practically to solve a puzzle.

Now, one of the things I loved about Strange Telephone, is that if you look at the game's advertisement, the last video is of
someone using a phone. Go figure, if you punch in that number within your game, something interesting will happen. If more
meta, real-world hints such as these were made as to help the player progress easier, this game would have been amazing.
Perhaps if say, there were phone numbers hidden in the game's description, within the local files, or within the Dev's social
media posts, solving the puzzles of this game would have been a blast. However...unfortunately the only real world hints
currently available is the aforementioned, and simply looking up a guide.

I have several other issues with this game, such as it's narrative, it's following execution, and etc, but, I'd suggest reading other
similar reviews. I do, however hope the Dev will continue their work, as while I can't vouch for this game, I can say that their
ideas do make future titles very promising.. I've been on a real SHMUP kick lately, and when I saw this was available for
50\u00a2 I figured I couldn't go wrong, right? I wish.
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I'm not even sure where to begin in listing the negatives of this game, let's see... The scanlines on screen make everything super
difficult to see, and cannot be turned of; they make the screen overall very dark, since 50% of it is darkened by their presence.
This, paired with the overuse of bloom effects makes things on screen appear super super blurry and hazy.

The game claims to harken back to the old days of space shooters eating your quarters all day in the arcade, boasting "hard, very
hard" difficulty, but fails to capture anything close to the same feeling.

Firstly, the camera feels zoomed in way too far because the developers thought it was a good idea to make the ship take up a full
1\/7th of the vertical screen space while scrolling vertically--why they made a 16:9 game a vertical scroller in the first place is
baffling--and on top of that they made the stages larger than the screen actually shows, so you have to push your ship to the
edges to force it to move around even more, which brings me to my next point:

Absolutely ridiculous deaths from off-screen objects suddenly running directly into your ship because you're trying to move
somewhere that things are actually happening. The "randomly generated" stages often have huge sections of dead space, with
not an enemy in sight... except for their bullets flying at you from the sides or bottom of the screen that you cannot shoot
toward. Normally, in an arcade shooter, dead space is nice because it gives you some breathing room, but this game has
experience points and gold for on-the-fly upgrades so you can't afford to have 10 seconds of doing nothing but dodging nearly
impossible to see shots flying at you way too fast from angles you have no idea there are even enemies at.

On the subject of the on-the-fly upgrade system, it is so poorly implemented as to be a joke: They force you to maneuver with
the arrow keys, while firing your main weapon with X and secondary weapon with Z, and expect you to, in the middle of a
stage, press O to pause the game and open the shop. And then when you buy new primary and secondary weapons, you're
supposed to switch between them with N & M, and < and >, while firing with Z and X and moving with the arrow keys. None of
the controls can be rebound, and there is no controller support. Why did they not use keys nearer to Z and X for these things?
Like A\/S and D\/F? Who knows. Why don't they let you rebind them? Your guess is as good as mine.

I am a child of the '80s, I remember going to arcades and playing Galaxian and Galaga, I enjoy shoot 'em up games and play a
wide variety of very difficult ones. This game is bad, and hiding behind "retro graphics and difficulty" to shield it from criticism. It
was not even worth the fifty cents I paid for it.. Short, but very well made. The only small annoyance I encountered was that when
trying to press the in-game index finger on the wristwatch, my Vive controller "halo" hits the other Vive controller, so I had to hold
them in an awkward way to make that work.. Too many bugs to be enjoyable. One of my favourite real-time strategy games.
Shallow but deep at the same time. Difficult while easy to learn. Would recommend.. a game about porn business, how can you
♥♥♥♥ this up? By making it casual af, of course! Every business aspect of the game is so dumbed down, it makes me want to puke.
Not to mention that the game has a quality of browser flash game (which can be forgiven due to the rarity of the genre), and it still
runs like CRAP. For instance, in fullscreen mode you cant leave character creation screen, because button that lets you start the
game gets outside the display.
Also, you cant make lesbian porn in this game (or at least i dont know how). This is also a major con.. Rheum is a solid and fun
game with a few little issues I'll address below. If you need a summary, though: I like it!

DISCLAIMER:
Obviously what you're getting are my first impressions. There's more content (like extra playable characters) that I haven't yet gotten
to, but these are the things that stand out to me within minutes of beginning the game!

SETTING:
You know what you're getting if you've seen the trailer! Biological horror shootemups like this are an under-represented genre that
I'm always glad to see more of.

GAMEPLAY:
The game may feel a little difficult at first until you get the hang of manually powering yourself up upon absorbing enough Rheum
(from defeating enemies). Once you start doing this consistently it's really empowering!

Pressing the Power Up button will give you another notch of health and make a powerup icon appear at the bottom of the screen.
Collecting the icon will give you a variety of bonuses with the particularly useful effect of cancelling nearby enemy shots, as well as
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damaging or destroying nearby enemies. Having it appear at the bottom rather than instantly cancelling enemy shots forces the
player to think ahead and can't be simply used as a "panic button". That's what Bombs are for, after all :^)

Speaking of bombs, they have a similar shot-and-enemy cancelling effect, and (when playing on Easy difficulty) will fire off
automatically when the player takees damage with no more hit points to spare. Obviously, the best time to use these is before you get
hit, to cancel a swarm of enemy shots on your own terms and get big damage on a crowd or boss. I tend to save them for the boss
because I'm terrible at Bullet Hell games and have to end the fight as soon as I can.

With only three levels (at least available on the main menu--I may be wrong) this is a short one meant to be replayed for points and
performance. There are a number of stats being tracked that you see upon dying (such as amount of "point blank kills" and "time
spent near bullets" that I immediately took to and started challenging myself with on my second try. Little challenges like this are
surprisingly fun if you ask me! The bullet grazing mechanic is very strict too, so you'll find yourself threading the needle between
swarms of enemy shots staying as close as possible as long as you can...while still trying to clear the screen of enemies. I like
it--compare to Psyvariar, if you're familiar with that game.

I'm not a big player of Bullet Hell games; from what I've played, though, I find the gameplay to be fun and approachable with
beautifully designed (and easy to see) bullets that weave and flow across the screen creating a maze for the player to navigate.

SOUND:
The music is, in a word, "sedate". Nothing wrong with that, especially given the tone and setting of the game. It has a kind of low
key somber, gloomy feeling that kind of puts the player in a meditative state of mind while playing rather than making them sweat
like your Dodonpachi or Touhou games.

I do have a couple of issues with the sound effects; see below.

CRITIQUES:
Like mentioned above I think the game has a solid foundation and fun gameplay, which is obviously the most important part.
However, I feel Rheum isn't quite living up to the potential promised by its cool setting and fun gameplay mechanics...yet. there are
a couple presentation aspects I think could be improved upon that would boost player enjoyment immensely.

-Consider adding a "rotate monitor" mode that would omit the sidebars and increase the viewing area for players who prefer to do
their vertical shootemups that way.

-Sound effects feel weak and not empowering, even with their volume turned up in the sound mix. I appreciate that you're aiming
for a more biological atmosphere than a space shooter, but I think punching them up (whether as simply as boosting the bass or
adding a more bombastic, "standard explosion" effect to enemy deaths) would be a HUGE improvement to the overall feel of the
entire game. Having little to no audio feedback that your shots are making contact with enemies is a bummer as well. Satisfying
shooting is made in the sound booth!

-The standard enemy sprites are very similar in color to the background oftentimes, and this has tripped me up a lot. The glowing
eyes do help to set them apart, but when combined with the also glowing bullets flying around I feel it isn't enough to make them
instantly recognizable.

-Also about graphics...this might sound meaner and more subject to opinion than my other critiques, but for a pixel-art game some
of the graphics are a bit carelessly drawn and not as effective as they could be. There's not a lot I could say except "tighten up" the
looks of some enemies and particularly the player's sprite. The Grotesque and Biological look is totally achievable while having a
solid composition and feel! Check out R-Type and especially Bio Hazard Battle to see what I'm getting at.

CONCLUSION:
I have a few nitpicks presentation-wise, but Rheum is good and plays well! The powerup gimmick is great and adds a lot to the
game and I'm always a sucker for games where you fly inside a creature and get treated as an intruder. Plus come on, it's 3 bucks.
Support the developer and help them improve their craft.
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Kickstarter backer]
As a visual novel on the topic of Starcraft, it is really well-written and definitely induces a nostalgia filled trip back into those
forgotten times. The Starcraft mini-games were at least engaging but it could probably be improved a bit more. Of all the things
in this game, the 'Star Sense' dialog system was probably one of the more annoying mechanics. Simply put, I really wished it
would need less mouse clicks to go through everything. Ultimately as many have said, if you played SC2VN you'll probably like
this too. Regardless, it's still a well written story though perhaps slightly lacking in detail for the side characters.. motion
sickness after 3 minutes off playtime on the vive with roomscale.
The graphics are good but for me its not playable because i get motion sickness..

Ｉｆ ｙｏｕ ｌｏｖｅ ｅｘｐｌｏｒｉｎｇ ａｍａｚｉｎｇ ｃｒａｚｙ ｓｃｅｎｅｒｉｅｓ， ｙｏｕ ｗｉｌｌ ｌｏｖｅ ｔｈｉｓ ｇａｍｅ．

Ｉｆ ｙｏｕ ｌｏｖｅ ｈａｖｉｎｇ ｙｏｕｒ ｅｙｅｓ ｒａｐｅｔｄ ｂｙ ａ ｔｈｏｕｓａｎｄ ｂｒｉｇｈｔ ｃｏｌｏｕｒｓ， ｙｏｕ ｗｉｌｌ ｌｏｖｅ ｔｈｉｓ ｇａｍｅ．. I'm a
vet of JA series, played Rage quite a bit, and have to admit that this game is not bad at all, though I advice u to treat it not like a
successor of JA2, but like a Silent Storm-style spin-off of JA series. Than u may like it too.. I love Pixel Puzzles games, I buy
them all! Bring out more please!!! 9/10 :D. you cannot reroll the dice you spawn therefore you have to respawn 2 different dice
every time you want to roll a d100 very annoying and makes game unusable for myself. Really nice game. Relaxing soundtrack,
and it's a lot of fun seeing what will grow from your chosen words. The plant requests by people are great as well, really
satisfying to complete player requests.. Lots of fun playing goalie in this game. There are some things that could use
improvements like pucks despawning, not having a body and having the stick clip through the ice, but with that said it is still
enjoyable in it's current state. I could easily see myself paying (or kickstarting) an improved version of this kind of game..
Mechanics are simple and quick to get used to if you ever played a game with a similar engine such as Fighting is Magic (which
is now called Them's Fightin' Herds) for example. The characters are quite what you expect from an Eroge title, but if you are
here for the oppai and other bits, you will need to install a patch for the full experience.

Word of advice: do not play this in full-screen. it is heavily bugged and possibly will not get fixed, due to the fact the engine is
old. It is best to play it in windowed or borderless window.
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